
Brand Guidelines



aims
The aims reflect what we want to achieve 

as a brand providing our users with 

confidence and reliability.

trust
to create a brand that dog owners 
can trust

user friendly
to give dog owners the platform to 
find dog friendly information 
easily, wherever they are in N.I.

reliable
to show up to date and accurate 
information, giving the user 
confidence

inform
to create awareness for local dog 
friendly businesses and places



values
Our brand values are reflective of what 

spot stands for and what is important to 

us and our users. 

accurate
we are commited to getting it right

reliable
we are always there for our users

user centric
we put you and your dog first

passionate
we are mad about we do and dogs



tone of voice
The tone of voice for our brand has been 

chosen to convey a trustworthy, friendly 

and informative tone.

passionate
lively

dog loving 

casual
relaxed

open

enthusiastic
committed

dynamic

trustworthy
reliable 

credible

friendly 
approachable 

fun

unbiased

factual

informative



logomark

logotype

logo design
spot’s logo combines both a logomark 

and logotype. The logo is unique, clear 

and recognisable, with the pawprint 

being the main visual element. 



Additionally the pawprint shown within 

the letter ‘O’ will identify dog friendly 

spots in future promotional material as 

well as being used as the visual for the 

app icon.





Do not squash logo

Do not rotate logo
Do not use unapproved


brand colours

Do not remove pawprint Do not resize pawprint Do not rotate individual letters

Do not remove fill colour Do not reduce size of

the letter O

Do not remove parts of

the pawprint

logo misuse
It is important to ensure that the logo 

design remains consistent and 

recognisable. Factors such as colour and 

orientation, should remain as  detailed 

throughout this document.



app icon
spot’s app icon is clear, consistent with the 

overall brand and is recognisable at a glance.


The app icon will be editable within the app, 

allowing users to choose the icon colour 

scheme they prefer, or alternatively, they can 

stick with the original brand colours.

Possible Colour Combinations

Original Icon



colour scheme
Primary is the main colour scheme for spot and 

will be highly recognisable. This colour scheme 

will be consistenly used across the app and any 

additional materials.



Secondary, these colours will be used sparingly 

throughout the app design to ensure certain 

elements stand out. Additionally, they also 

should be used to add a bit of personality and 

colour to any materials created outside of the 

app. 



Semantic, these colours were created to only be 

used for error and success messages and 

should not be used to overwhelm the user.



Neutrals, these colours can be used throughout 

any designs produced. They must be used 

sparingly and only were absolutely neccessary.



Addtionally, all colours have been named after 

dog names, creating a unique colour palette 

which ties in with the overall brand.

spot

#006A6A primary

casper

#FFFFFF primary

levi

#134E6F secondary

honey

#F1C34B secondary

poppy

#A42A2A semantic

apple

#348D15 semantic

flame

#F15B4B secondary

skye

#52BCF8 secondary

shadow

#21252A primary

dusty

#E6E6E6 neutral

nova

#F4F4F4 neutral

rain

#EFEFEF neutral

whisper

#FAFAFA neutral

misty

#DBDBDB neutral

sherlock

#A6A6A6 neutral

heather

#CECECE neutral

pebbles

#8F8F8F neutral

gray

#C1C1C1 neutral

storm

#727272 neutral

luna

#B4B4B4 neutral

ash

#454545 neutral



Fieldwork
Fieldwork Geo 
Regular

Uses: Subheadings

Aa
Fieldwork Geo

Light

Uses: Body Copy

Aa
Fieldwork Geo 
DemiBold

Uses: Headings & Buttons

Aa

typography
Fieldwork was chosen to be used as spot’s 

primary typeface. It is a modern, sans-serif font 

which offers a range of weights and styles and 

can be used consistently to implement spot’s 

branding in a number of different scenarios. 


